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Spirit
Ra Malika Imhotep

“You know, honey, us colored folks is branches
without roots and that makes things come round
in queer ways.” —Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes
Were Watching God
Spirit is Black radical energy. Spirit resides in and
beyond the structure of the church. And, for Black
folks, church is a room full of faith, of laughter and loud
stomps, of community and Sunday Bests, of good
gospel and good gossip.
In Lynne Sachs’, Sermons and Sacred Pictures, we
are introduced to the work of Reverend L.O. Taylor,
who captured the essence of the Black church in a
series of recordings from the 1930s and ‘40s. In Bess
Lomax Hawes’ anthropological recording, Georgia Sea
Island Singers, we meet Bessie Jones as part of a five
person ring shout. Bessie appears again thirteen years
later in the educational film, Yonder Come Day, as
she corrals students at Yale and youth on St. Simons
Island into a chorus of play guided by the games and
songs of her ancestors.
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Death on Her Mind
Leigh Raiford

One time I wrote a poem so fast and so good a man
who heard it told me it was like I had been ridden
by angels. Now I’m generally skeptical of religious
anything and I was certainly uncomfortable with this
stranger conveying to me his visions of my being
mounted. But I caught his meaning nevertheless &
couldn’t exactly say he was wrong.
It was 1997 and I was living in a frenzy of creative
Eros, writing constantly, sleeping little, in perpetual
motion, so emotionally raw—by which I mean both
tender and unprocessed—that I was never sure if my
heart was breaking or bursting. Each person I met
was a muse and everything was all so hot and sharp
to the touch. I was living here and by here I mean
California which is where I call home now but then it
was there and so I was also living on borrowed time in
a future place, going full out every day until the day I
was supposed to return to what everyone told me was
my real life. It was clear that I was ready to produce
that poem which came so fast and so good and better
“Woman With Death on Her Mind,” Kerry James
Marshall (1990)
collage from
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:: Broadcasting from the North Star,
Harriet Isabella Truth, with Lady
Luna & Nova Beatbox, presents The
Freedom Track ::
Arisa White

HARRIET ISABELLA TRUTH
aka The HIT
aka High T
aka What Are You Waiting For?

Welcome to the month of bones,
when the stars and moon are fixed
in the heavens, I’m contemplating
freedom and design. UnderGrounders,
let me drop this shine:
Freedom is connection;
top-down-side its turning you,
down-up-side, you’re dimensional.
You glow in a no-felt resistance to
how you stand, how you present—
you’re solid truth, a body walking water.
You’re in the justice of all things
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Songs of Experience
Michael Boyce Gillespie

“I am simultaneously creating and destroying,
remaking and unmaking. My intimate interaction
with the archive…expresses my desire to be a part
of it, to make my presence felt in and on that history
while also interrogating it.” —Ja’Tovia Gary1

That which is beautiful and holy, an entanglement.
Ja’Tovia Gary’s, An Ecstatic Experience (2015),
derives its title (and arguably its enraptured spur) from
Kathleen Collins’s, Losing Ground (1982).2 Ecstatic
experience is the research interest of Collins’s
philosophy professor protagonist, Sara Rogers (Seret
Scott). Rogers works to conceive of ecstasy in ways
more attendant to the artist’s practice than to the strict
terms of Christian doctrines. She must also manage
the new ecstatic experiences developing in her life.
As Rogers states while researching in the library, “If
ecstasy is an immediate apprehension of the divine
then the divine is energy.” The energy of An Ecstatic
Experience in total is a churning of performativities,
affective economies, and temporalities. Black matter, a
(w)holy syncretic revolution.
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